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Do you want to add the best quality and good material Bull bars to your vehicle? Firstly you must be
aware of its both advantages and disadvantages. Bull bars are tubing shape device and look just
like a lip of a bull which fit just below the grille level on the front of your vehicle. These are designed
for preventing vehicle damage by bulls or other animals running on the road. Now it is used on 4
wheel drive vehicles such as trucks, pickups and SUVs.

Earlier aluminum or Welded steel was mainly used for constructing this device but at present
stainless steel and lightweight polycarbonate are increasingly used which are heat, weather, water
and corrosion proof and also high energy absorbent. Its performance depends on the thickness of
material. If the bar is thicker, then it will create stronger protection. Polycarbonate bull bars are
pedestrian friendly. Now it has become one of the most useful auto accessories. They make
vehicleâ€™s appearance sporty, speedy, strong, dynamic and more stylish. Early bull bars were used
only for protection but nowadays these are also being used as accessories for giving an off road
look to trucks, SUVs and other vehicles.

In Australia, they are also called a â€œrooâ€• bar. The initial (roo) name came from the need to protect the
vehicle against hitting kangaroos. Bull bars are also dangerous for the people. Over two thousand
people die in Europe because of collision with bullbars and about eighteen thousands pedestrian
are injured. So, these devices remain controversial in the United Kingdom and the other European
countries. However some people say that the new technology and material used in manufacturing of
these bars is safer for the pedestrians.

If use of bull bars is not safe for, then why people still using because in some cases these bars
seem to be very important for example a person who does a lot off-road driving, he might be at high
risk for running into animals. To prevent this you need to place this device on your car or SUV. But if
you drive around the streets of city, then you may be risking the lives of the people who are walking
on the roads. Since they provide the increased protection, therefore these are ideal for everyone. If
you are going to do rock climbing or you are heading out to hunting camp. These bars may provide
the vital protection to underside of your SUV or truck.

These devices also provide additional protection for other vehicle parts such as the oil pan, radiator
cooling hoses, bottom of the radiator, transmission housing and many more. They not only provide
additional protection but also provide tremendous look, flair and style for your vehicle.
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